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Introduction
The Gladstone Region Population Report, 2013 (the report)
provides estimates of the population of non-resident fly-in/fly-out
and drive-in/drive-out (FIFO/DIDO) workers who were on-shift in the
region during the last week of June 2013. Information regarding the
supply of commercial accommodation and its take-up by these
workers is also summarised.

Figure 1: Gladstone (R) study area

The non-resident population of Gladstone region, which largely
comprises workers engaged in construction of major resource
projects and associated infrastructure, was enumerated through
data collected by Queensland Government Statistician’s Office
(QGSO) annual Survey of Accommodation Providers from 2011 to
2013.
Non-resident workers are not included in estimated resident
population (ERP) data released annually by the Australian Bureau
of Statistics (ABS). The full-time equivalent (FTE) population
estimates presented in this report, which combine the resident and
non-resident populations, provide a more complete indicator of total
demand for certain services than either measure used alone.

Key findings

The Gladstone region — at a glance

Key findings of this report include:

The local government area (LGA) of Gladstone (R)
includes the city and port of Gladstone, as well as other
residential centres and the rural hinterland. In this report,
data are reported for Gladstone city, Curtis Island, and
Gladstone (R) balance (see notes for details on
statistical geography).



Around 4,890 non–resident workers on–shift were counted in
Gladstone (R) in June 2013, an estimated 1,275 persons (or
35%) more than in June 2012.



In 2013, most non-resident workers in Gladstone (R) were
engaged in the construction of three liquefied natural gas
(LNG) processing plants, a coal export terminal, coal seam gas
(CSG) pipelines and other associated infrastructure.

Population at June 2013:
Non-resident workers on-shift………………………..4,890
Resident population estimate……………………….63,295



Gladstone (R) is one of Queensland’s fastest growing LGAs. In
Full-time equivalent population…………………….68,185
the year to June 2013, resident population growth was
estimated to be 1,920 persons (or 3%). In tandem with growth
in its non-resident population, the full-time equivalent population of Gladstone (R) increased by 3,760 persons (or 6%)
in this period, reaching 68,185 by the end of June 2013.



Seven worker accommodation villages (WAVs), including three on Curtis Island, housed 89% of non–resident workers
on-shift (or 4,330 persons) in Gladstone (R) in June 2013. A further 455 persons (or 9%) were counted in hotels/motels,
with the remaining 105 persons (or 2%) in caravan parks.



The number of non–resident LNG project workers accommodated in Curtis Island WAVs reached 3,175 in June 2013,
an increase of 2,320 persons from the preceding year.



The combined bed capacity of all WAVs in the Gladstone region increased by 5,635 beds (or 221%) in the year to June
2013. Most of this growth (4,845 beds, or 385%) was due to expansion of the three WAVs on Curtis Island.



Increased availability of WAV beds for non-resident workers in 2012–13 eased demand for other accommodation.
Around 28% of hotel/motel rooms were vacant and available in June 2013, compared with just 12% in June 2012.

Gladstone region update, 2012–13
With a resident population estimated at 63,295 persons in June 2013, the LGA of Gladstone (R) includes Queensland’s largest
multi-commodity port and a major industrial centre. On average, the resident population of Gladstone (R) has increased by around 3%
per year since 2010, making it the fourth fastest growing LGA in Queensland in 2011–12 (QGSO, 2013b).
Gladstone (R) has long-standing links with the resource sector, with around 4,800 full-time employees and contractors working in alumina
refining, aluminium smelting, chemicals and coal export operations in 2013 (QGSO, 2013c). Expansion of the Yarwun 2 alumina refinery
(Rio Tinto Alcan), which was completed in late 2012, boosted resource industry jobs and attracted new residents to the region.
Construction of new resource-related projects has further added to the workforce of Gladstone (R) since 2010. These projects include
three LNG processing plants on Curtis Island, CSG pipelines linking Curtis Island to the Surat Basin gas fields 1, a new coal export
terminal (Wiggins Island Coal Export Terminal (WICET)), and associated infrastructure. The construction workforces of these projects
include substantial numbers of non-resident workers, who boost the population of Gladstone (R) while on-shift and present additional
demand for services such as accommodation.
From 2010, the cumulative resident and non-resident population growth of Gladstone (R) placed pressure on mainland housing supply
and stretched the capacity of commercial accommodation. These impacts were largely alleviated in early 2013 due to the growing
availability of places in WAVs. By June 2013, most non-resident workers for the Australia Pacific LNG (APLNG), Gladstone LNG (GLNG),
and Queensland Curtis LNG (QCLNG) projects were housed in three WAVs located on Curtis Island (QGSO, 2013c). Similarly,
non-resident workforces of other projects, including WICET, were largely accommodated in four WAVs located on the mainland (Figure
3).
Following completion of the first LNG plant in the second half of 2014 (QGC, 2013), the number of non-resident construction workers in
Gladstone (R) is expected to steadily diminish (QGSO, 2013a). While construction of the remaining two LNG projects and WICET will
continue beyond that point, there is some uncertainty around commencement dates for other major projects planned for the region.
These include a fourth LNG plant (Arrow Energy), two expansion stages of WICET (WEXP1 and WEXP2), a coal export facility (Yarwun
Coal Terminal), and a nickel refining project (Gladstone Pacific Nickel). Should they proceed within indicated timelines, the construction
workforces of these projects would further contribute to the area’s non-resident population out to 2019.

Non-resident workers on-shift
QGSO’s Survey of Accommodation Providers counted 4,890 non-resident
workers on-shift in Gladstone (R) in late June 2013, an increase of 1,275
persons (or 35%) over the preceding year (Table 1). Most non-resident
workers were counted on Curtis Island (3,175 persons, or 65% of the
total), where they were housed in WAVs servicing the three LNG projects.
The remaining non-resident population was located on the mainland,
shared across Gladstone (R) balance (1,215 persons, or 25%) and
Gladstone city (495 persons, or 10%).1
The non-resident population of Gladstone (R) has increased substantially
since mid-2011. Most growth occurred in 2011–12 (2,410 persons), as
construction of the WICET project commenced and the three LNG projects
quickly gathered pace. All non-resident population growth in 2012–13
occurred on Curtis Island (2,320 persons), while Gladstone city and
Gladstone (R) balance declined by 975 and 75 persons respectively.

Non-resident workers on-shift
Non-resident workers are people who flyin/fly-out or drive-in/drive-out (FIFO/DIDO) to
work and live in the area temporarily while
rostered on, and who have their usual place of
residence elsewhere.
Due to shift arrangements, not all members of
the non-resident workforce are present in the
local area at one time. For that reason, figures
given in this report refer to the number of
non-resident workers on–shift, rather than total
non-resident workforce numbers.

Table 1: Non-resident workers on-shift, Gladstone (R)
Non-resident workers on-shift
Location
Gladstone city
Curtis Island
Gladstone (R) balance
GLADSTONE (R) TOTAL

2011

2012

930
0

Change
2013

2011 to 2012

2012 to 2013

1,470

495

540

-975

855

3,175

855

2,320

275

1,290

1,215

1,015

-75

1,205

3,615

4,890

2,410

1,275

Figures in tables have been rounded to the nearest five; see notes for details.
Source: QGSO, Survey of Accommodation Providers, 2011 to 2013

1

For further details see the Surat Basin population report, 2013 http://www.oesr.qld.gov.au/products/publications/surat-basin-pop-report/index.php.
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The geographical distribution of Gladstone (R)’s non-resident population has changed considerably since 2011, in line with
the gradual transfer of LNG project workers from accommodation on the mainland to WAVs on Curtis Island. In addition, the
establishment of three new WAVs in Gladstone (R) balance in 2012 has since attracted non-resident workers from other
types of accommodation in Gladstone city.
As Figure 2 shows, all non-resident workers were housed on the mainland in 2011, largely in head-leased housing and
commercial accommodation in Gladstone city (930 persons, or 77%) or Gladstone (R) balance (275 persons, or 23%).
Although occupation of WAVs on Curtis Island and Gladstone (R) balance was under way by June 2012, the non-resident
population of Gladstone city continued to expand, reaching 1,470 persons (or 41%). By June 2013, nearly all non-resident
LNG project workers were housed in Curtis Island WAVs (3,175 persons, or 65%), while WAVs in Gladstone (R) balance
accounted for most non-resident workers engaged in other projects (1,215 persons, or 25%). Commercial accommodation in
Gladstone city housed a relatively small number of non-resident workers (495 persons, or 10%) in June 2013.
Figure 2: Non-resident workers on-shift by location, Gladstone (R)
Gladstone city
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Gladstone (R) balance
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Source: QGSO, Survey of Accommodation Providers, 2011 to 2013

Full-time equivalent population estimates
In June 2013, Gladstone (R) had an estimated FTE population of 68,185
persons, comprising 63,295 residents and 4,890 non-resident workers on-shift
(Table 2).
Gladstone (R) is among the fastest growing LGAs in Queensland, with strong
resident population growth in addition to notable non-resident population
increases in recent years. The resident population of Gladstone (R) grew from
59,460 persons in 2011 to an estimated 63,295 persons in 2013 — an average
annual increase of 1,920 persons (or 3%). Factoring in the non-resident
population boosts the region’s growth further, with an average FTE population
growth rate of 6% per year over the same period.

Full-time equivalent (FTE) population
The FTE population measure is the sum of
the resident population estimate (people
who live in the area permanently) and the
number of non-resident workers on-shift.
The FTE population provides a better
measure of total demand for certain services
and infrastructure in regions with a high
incidence of FIFO/DIDO workers.

Table 2: FTE population estimates, Gladstone (R)
2011

2012

2013

— number —
Resident population(a)
Non-resident workers on-shift
FTE population estimate

59,460

61,265

Average annual change, 2011 to 2013
— number —

—%—

63,295

1,920

3

1,205

3,615

4,890

1,840

101

60,665

64,880

68,185

3,760

6

(a) Queensland Treasury and Trade estimates.
Source: ABS 3218.0, Regional Population Growth, Australia, 2012; QGSO, Survey of Accommodation Providers, 2011 to 2013.
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Figure 3: Existing operations, projects under construction and WAVs, Gladstone (R), June 2013

Projects under construction and WAV locations are current as at June 2013. Pipeline routes and operation, project and WAV locations are indicative only.
Source: QGSO, 2013
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Non-resident worker accommodation
WAVs were the predominant type of commercial worker accommodation in Gladstone (R) in June 2013, housing 4,330
non-resident workers on-shift (or 89% of the total) (Table 3). A further 455 persons (9%) were counted in hotels/motels, with
the remaining 105 persons (2%) in caravan parks.
All 3,175 non-resident workers staying on Curtis Island in June 2013 were accommodated in WAVs, as this was the only
type of worker accommodation available on the island. WAVs also accounted for most non-resident workers on-shift in
Gladstone (R) balance (1,155 persons or 95%). In contrast, all of the 495 non-resident workers on-shift counted in Gladstone
city were accommodated in hotels/motels (435 persons, or 88%) and caravan parks (60 persons, or 12%), as no WAVs were
located in this area.
Table 3: Non-resident workers on-shift by accommodation type, Gladstone (R), June 2013
Non-resident workers on-shift
Hotels/
motels(a)

WAVs

Caravan
parks

Total

Hotels/
motels(a)

WAVs

— number —

Location
Gladstone city

0

Caravan
parks

Total

—%—

435

60

495

0

88

12

100

Curtis Island

3,175

0

0

3,175

100

0

0

100

Gladstone (R) balance

1,155

15

45

1,215

95

1

4

100

GLADSTONE (R) TOTAL

4,330

455

105

4,890

89

9

2

100

(a) Hotels/motels include serviced apartments and other rental accommodation occupied by non-resident workers.
Source: QGSO, Survey of Accommodation Providers, 2013

WAVs encompass a wide range of accommodation styles and differ in size,
location, duration and amenity. In resource areas, these range from small,
temporary camps through to large, well-established villages with a high
standard of services and amenities. Most WAVs that are built on-site for
accommodating construction workforces are decommissioned upon
completion of work.

Worker accommodation villages (WAVs)
WAVs, also known as single person quarters
(SPQs) or worker camps, are commonly used to
house unaccompanied non-resident workers.
WAVs typically consist of demountable dwellings
arranged in a village, with common messing,
laundry and recreational facilities.

At the end of June 2013, seven WAVs were operating in Gladstone (R),
with a total capacity of 8,190 beds (Table 4). The three WAVs located on
Curtis Island were large centres built exclusively for housing LNG project construction workforces, and collectively accounted
for around three-quarters of the region’s bed capacity (6,100 beds, or 74%). The remaining four WAVs in Gladstone (R)
balance included three villages located south of Gladstone city, which housed most non-resident workers engaged in the
construction of WICET and the Narrows Crossing, and one temporary pipeline construction camp near Mount Alma.
Total WAV bed capacity in Gladstone (R) has increased substantially since mid-2011, when only one village with 80 beds
was open. Most of this growth — 5,630 beds or 220% — occurred between June 2012 and June 2013. During this period,
the three WAVs on Curtis Island expanded by 4,845 beds (or 385%), while WAV capacity in Gladstone (R) balance
increased by 790 beds (or 61%).
Table 4: Number of WAVs and WAV bed capacity, Gladstone (R)
Number of WAVs
(a)

Location

WAV bed capacity

2011

2012

2013

2011

2012

2013

Curtis Island

0

3

3

0

1,255

6,100

Gladstone (R) balance

1

4

4

80

1,300

2,090

GLADSTONE (R) TOTAL

1

7

7

80

2,555

8,190

(a) There were no WAVs located in Gladstone city over this period.
Number of WAVs is unrounded. WAV bed capacity is rounded to the nearest five.
Source: QGSO, Survey of Accommodation Providers, 2011 to 2013
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Expansion of WAV bed capacity in Gladstone (R) struggled to keep pace with rapid growth in the region’s non-resident
population up until 2013. In June 2011, the number of non-resident workers on-shift accommodated in WAVs was just five
persons. As more WAV beds became available, this increased to 1,835 persons (or 51%) in June 2012, and eventually
reached 4,330 persons (or 89%) in June 2013 (Figure 4).
Increased WAV bed capacity has gradually alleviated demand for other types of accommodation in the region, although this
did not occur until after June 2012. The number of non-resident workers staying in hotels/motels while on-shift actually
increased between 2011 and 2012 (from 925 to 1,660 persons), before falling to 455 persons in 2013. The number of
non-resident workers on–shift in caravan parks fell from 275 persons (23%) in 2011 to 105 (2%) in 2013.
Figure 4: Non-resident workers on-shift by accommodation type, Gladstone (R)
WAVs
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(a) Hotels/motels include serviced apartments and other rental accommodation occupied by non-resident workers.
Source: QGSO, Survey of Accommodation Providers, 2011 to 2013

The majority of hotel/motel rooms in Gladstone (R) are located in Gladstone city (925 rooms, or 93% of the total in 2013)
(Table 5). Hotels and motels provide accommodation for a range of clients, including tourists and short-term business
visitors, as well as non–resident construction workers. It is not uncommon for companies to maintain long–term room
bookings on a take-or-pay basis, meaning that rooms may be unavailable to other occupants whether or not they are actually
occupied by non-resident workers on any given night.
In recent years, strong demand from non-resident workers meant that many hotels/motels in Gladstone (R) had limited
capacity to provide accommodation for other visitors. An estimated 28% of hotel/motel rooms in Gladstone (R) were vacant
and available to prospective occupants in June 2013, compared with just 12% the previous year. The improved availability of
hotel/motel rooms in 2013 is a result of reduced demand for this type of accommodation, in line with the increasing supply of
WAV beds noted earlier.
(a)

Table 5: Vacant and available hotel/motel rooms , Gladstone (R)
Occupied by nonresident workers

Vacant and
available(c)

Balance(c)

Total hotel/
motel room

2013
(b)

Gladstone city
Gladstone (R) balance
GLADSTONE (R) TOTAL

2012

— number —

Location

Vacant and available
hotel/motel rooms
2013

—%—

435

250

235

925

12

27

15

30

25

70

21

41

455

275

260

990

12

28

(a) Data in this table include hotel/motels only. They do not include serviced apartments and other rental accommodation.
(b) There are no hotels/motels located on Curtis Island.
(c) Refer to notes for explanation of ‘vacant and available’ and ‘balance’.
Source: QGSO, Survey of Accommodation Providers, 2012 and 2013
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Notes
(R) – Regional Council
Non-resident population and accommodation data in this report are sourced from QGSO’s annual Survey of Accommodation Providers. This
collection counts non-resident workers staying in worker accommodation villages (WAVs), hotels, motels, caravan parks and other commercial
accommodation on a medium to long-term basis during the last week of June. Non-resident workers counted in the survey include FIFO/DIDO
mining and gas industry employees and contractors, construction workers and associated subcontractors. Short-term and overnight visitors are not
regarded as non-resident workers.
Data for non–resident workers on–shift presented in this report are a point in time measure, based on best information available at the time of
survey. Non–resident worker numbers may vary in response to changing work schedules, prevailing weather and industrial disputes. At the time of
the 2013 survey, the number of non–resident workers on–shift in the Gladstone region was unaffected by adverse weather events or industrial
action.
Data cited for total workforces of resource operations and occupation of Curtis Island WAVs by LNG construction workers are sourced from QGSO’s
Resource Operations Employment Survey, which is conducted annually in June. This survey gathers information from industry sources regarding
current and projected workforce numbers for all resource related operations in Gladstone (R), as well as workforce accommodation arrangements.
Resident population estimates for 2013 are based on Queensland Treasury and Trade estimates.
‘Gladstone city’ comprises the Statistical Areas Level 2 (SA2s) of Callemondah, Gladstone, Clinton–New Auckland, Kin Kora–Sun Valley, South
Trees, Telina–Toolooa, and West Gladstone (an area roughly equivalent to the former LGA of Gladstone City). ‘Gladstone (R) balance’ comprises
the SA2s of Agnes Water–Miriam Vale, Boyne Island–Tannum Sands, and Gladstone Hinterland (excluding Curtis Island) (an area roughly
equivalent to the former LGAs of Calliope Shire and Miriam Vale Shire).
‘Vacant and available’ refers to hotel/motel rooms that were not occupied by non–resident workers on–shift or other guests, and were vacant and
available on the night of the survey. ‘Balance’ includes hotel/motel rooms occupied by short-term visitors, held for non-resident workers under
permanent booking arrangements but not actually occupied on the night of the survey, or otherwise unavailable to prospective guests.
Figures in tables have been rounded to the nearest five. As a result of rounding, discrepancies may occur between sums of the component items
and totals. Percentages and other calculations are made prior to rounding of figures and discrepancies might therefore exist between these
calculations and those that could be derived from the rounded figures.
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